ACTIVECYBER Launches After Acquisition of CTC-CYBER
Firm Expands Services to Deliver Superior Cybersecurity Insights to Organizational
Stakeholders
Washington, D.C., November 7, 2016 – ACTIVECYBER, a premier provider of cybersecurity and
risk management services, announced today its official launch after acquiring the full interest in
CTC-Cyber. The acquisition allows ACTIVECYBER to focus on industry needs and expand its
service offerings. The firm will provide organizational stakeholders with a deeper understanding
of their cybersecurity risks and actionable recommendations to mitigate these risks.
ACTIVECYBER’s new brand identity aligns with the firm’s proprietary approach to cybersecurity:
Advisory, Compliance, Testing, Implementation, Visibility and Education. ACTIVECYBER will
continue to deliver specialized cybersecurity services to an array of industries, including law
firms, associations, financial institutions and healthcare organizations.
“For decades our leadership team has been resolving discrete cybersecurity matters,” said Dale
Raymond, CEO of ACTIVECYBER. “With our enhanced resources and expanded services, we
offer our clients a tailored approach to cybersecurity through customized programs based on
their risk appetite, regulatory mandates and stakeholder requirements.”
The ACTIVECYBER leadership team is equipped to respond to security breaches, demonstrate
third-party compliance, test for employees’ susceptibility to a phishing attack and provide
comprehensive remediation efforts.
“Client requirements to stay ahead of cybersecurity issues have generated an incredible
demand to enhance our portfolio of cybersecurity and risk management offerings. The shift in
our company rebrand provides us with the flexibility and resources to support this demand,
while our current operational, management and technical expertise remain intact,” said Jason
Paternostro, vice president of ACTIVECYBER.
Click here to view ACTIVECYBER’s recently launched website: www.activecyber.us.

About ACTIVECYBER
ACTIVECYBER, headquartered in Annapolis, MD with remote offices in the Washington, D.C.
area, is a team of cybersecurity and risk management professionals. ACTIVECYBER advises the
C-Suite, Executives Committees, and technology leadership on maturing and maintaining their
cybersecurity posture. Since 2002, The ACTIVECYBER leadership team has been relied upon to
spearhead and resolve the most discrete cybersecurity matters. ACTIVECYBER clients include
law firms, associations, healthcare organizations, financial institutions, think-tanks and more.
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